
regon Psychiatric Security Review Board
610 SW Alder Street, Suite 420

Portland, Oregon97205
Phone: (503)229-5596

Fax: (503) 224-0215

psrb@psrb.org

Kate Brown, Covernrrr

January 25,2017

Washington County Sheriff Pat Garrett
Attn: Sex Offender Unit
215 SWAdams, MS 32
Hillsboro, OR 97123

paula Buchanan/Residents at 3050 SW Doyle Place, Apt 501 1, Aloha, Oregon 97006

Subject PSRB Former ClienVRegistrant: Reynaldo Rios, (Law Enforcement: Call PSRB

for SID)

ln accordance with ORS 181.835, this letter is notification to law enforcement and

residents living in the same household as Reynaldo Rios that the above sex offender

registrant is nõ longer under PSRB supervision nor resides at Oregon State Hospital

(O-SH), effective January 25,2017. Mr. Rios may pose a risk of sexual re-offending to the

òublii. Law enforcemeni may want to notify appropriate individuals/organizations who

may be most at risk as indicated below.

The pSRts has 60 days upon discharge to finalize a registrant's classification under ORS

181.800. The preliminary classification for Mr. Rios appears to be Level lll (high risk) and

we expect to have Mr. Rios' final classification completed and submitted to Oregon State
police by March 2017 . Based on the PSRB's exhibit file which includes comprehensive
sex offeñder risk assessments and multiple clinical opinions about his risk for re-

offending, no matter what his final classification level, the PSRB has serious concerns

about Mi. Rios'risk. Paragraphs 1-5 below contain information that may be helpfulto law

enforcement in deciding what steps should be taking to notify the public'

1. Mr. Rios was found guilty except for insanity of the crimes of Rape l, Sodomy l,

Kidnapping ll, Burglaryl (2 counts) and Criminal Mischief I and was placed under the
jurisdiction of the Psychiatric Security Review Board for a maximum period of time not to
'exceed 

55 years by Washington County Judge Ashmanskas on July 31, 1984. Mr. Rios

resided at OSH between 1984 and January, 2017, because the Board never found him

appropriate for conditional release into the community.

2. On January 25,2017, after a full PSRB hearing, Mr. Rios was discharged from
jurisdiction after the evidence supported the finding that Mr. Rios does not have a
qualifying mental illness to remain under PSRB supervision. Under ORS 1 61.341(1) and

ORS i61.346(1)(a), the Board was required to discharge Mr. Rios. This means he no

longer is on any supervision whatsoever and no longer resides at Oregon State Hospital.

Mr. Rios was discharged despite having current diagnoses of Other Specified Paraphilic

Disorder with possible Pedophilic and Exhibitionistic Disorder, Antisocial Personality

Disorder and several substance abuse disorders. Under Oregon law, Pedophilia,

Antisocial Personality Disorder and substance abuse disorders are not qualifying mental

illnesses to remain under PSRB jurisdiction.
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3. Mr. Rios has indicated that he will reside at 3050 SW Doyle Place, Apt 5011, Aloha,

Oregon 97006, with his sister, Paula Buchanan. This appears to be a neighborhood that
likely has children living nearby.

4. Mr. Rios' target victims include prepubescent females. ln 1984, he broke into a
stranger's apartment, dragged a7S-year-old man (victim's grandfather), who was
sleeping on the couch, into the bedroom. When the man yelled, Mr. Rios took a pocket

knife and held it to his throat saying, "lf you make a sound, I'll cut your throat." Mr. Rios

then walked into another bedroom where a six and seven year old sister and brother were
sleeping. He pushed the boy down to the ground then carried the girl to the living room

and subjected her to kissing, cunnilingus and repeated vaginal intercourse. Mr. Rios is at

risk for reoffending should he have unsupervised contact with minors.

5. With regard to his risk for sexual re-offending, Mr. Rios has been rated as moderate to
high for sexual re-offending on multiple risk assessments while under the PSRB's
jurisdiction. He has been characterized as a cross-over offender, meaning he is most
iit<ety to engage in opportunistic and situational offending, with crimes ranging from
attacks on young children, to exhibitionism, to the abduction and rape of adult females.

The evidence supports his risk is elevated in an unsuperuised setting due to a history of
juvenile and adult criminal behavior, antisocial personality traits, problems wìth

ielationships and employment as well as treatment unresponsiveness. He also lacks

insight which is evidenced by emotional instability, a dearth of coping skills,_limited social

supþorts and refusal to participate in any sex offender treatment while at OSH since
2013. While at OSH he repeatedly targeted female staff with unwanted touching, lewd

remarks, and indecent exposure. Additionally he has a history of victimizing severely ill,

non-consenting male patients.

I hope the above information is helpful to you in consideration of notitying persons,

businesses, or organizations that may be at risk in the event Mr. Rios has unsupervised
access to children. At a minimum, persons who will reside or live near Mr. Rios
should be encouraged to never leave children alone with Mr. Rios. Finally, releasing

Mr. Rios' information on the OSP Public Website is requested.

Please don't hesitate to call me if you have further questions.

Sincerely,

Wv,;frñ
Juliet Britton, J.D.
Executive Director

Cc: OSP Sex Offender Registry Division
Client File
Washington County DA


